
Iskra… it means a Spark 
in Polish. We like to think that Iskra shoes help keep 
the flame of African artisanal shoemaking alive!


All of our shoes and sandals: 


are hand-made by local, Senegalese artisans


use high quality leather and fabrics


are unique - express your own Spark!


Celebrating African 
Craftsmanship 
Our guarantee: Comfortable, Stylish. Unique.

a 5 step ordering process 
Choose what is exactly right for you 

1. Your shoe size


2. Which model?


3. Choose your colour of leather


4. Choose your colour of pagne tissé


5. Where to place the pagne tissé ?


See the back of this form for details 

Please note that we can not guarantee your 
exact colour of pagne tissé will be available, as 
these materials go in and out of stock on the 
local markets. If necessary we will use another 
material which will be similar and follows the 
same colour scheme.

And Please Remember.. 

To carefully fill out your contact information

and we will be in touch with you shortly to confirm 
your order! 


Orders can take 1-2 weeks to complete. 

For a small fee we deliver your shoes to your 
home.

Contact Us 
Katalina Szewczyk 
+221 77 850 80 35

Whatsapp: +1 403 689 3121 

www.iskrafashion.com  

Contact us about shipping shoes to Europe or 
North America

Wayfarer, the only way 
is your footprints and 
no other… 
- Antonio Machado

http://www.iskrafashion.com
http://www.iskrafashion.com


Step 5 

Specify where on your shoe you would like the 
pagne tissé. On the back? on the toe? on the top? 
Depending on the model, your choices will vary.


Sandal 1 and Sandal 2 - pagne tissé is placed on 
sandals as shown here (left)


Ballet flats - pagne tissé on

toe, rounded

toe, diagonal

heel


Heels - pagne tissé on

top

middle

heel

Pick and choose from different 
colours of leather and material 
to create a shoe completely 
your own

Step 1 
Specify your shoe size. 


European measurements: 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42… 


If you have a wide or narrow foot, please make note 
of it on your order form! All sizes welcome.


(above: examples of pagne tissé material)


Step 2 
Choose your shoe model from the 4 available 
models


Sandal 1

Sandal 2

Ballet flats

Heels (wedges available)


Step 3 
Choose your colour of leather


light brown

dark brown

black / noir

navy blue

grey

Sandal 1 
25.000F CFA

Sandal 2 
25.000F CFA

Heels 
35.000F CFA

Ballet flats 
25.000F CFA

Step 4 
Choose your colour of pagne tissé 


(see above, left for fabric samples)

black and white

black and gold

blue and white

with purple and pink

yellow and black

green and yellow

Pick for me! Surprise pagne www.iskrafashion.com

http://www.iskrafashion.com


http://www.iskrafashion.com

